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and j. g. spurzheim, atlas accompanying the “large sir charles bell (1774 1842) and his contributions to
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with e. shearman. scotty allan: australia’s ... - 2 12 backhouse, james. a narrative of a visit to the
australian colonies. london: hamilton, adams & co., 1843. thick roy. 8vo. orig. blind stamped cloth (rebacked
preserving the orig. spine from physiology to neurology: journeys through the ... - including walter
gaskell and john langley. the problem was solved by walter gaskell (1837-1914) who showed that denervated
heart would beat independently if atria were sufficiently filled. he demonstrated that the origin of the
heartbeat was myogenic, but as it turned out this did not mean that nerves did not have an influence. gaskell
delved more deeply into questions of nervous control of ... catalogue of the library of the royal college of
surgeons ... - von b. de blois 8vo. bonn, 1821. on diseases of the brain and spinal cord. second edition.
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